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Hello CCSA Members!

 Are you ready?  You know what I’m talking about…loading kilns at 3am, trying to find 
space for all that pottery you just sold as it waits to get glazed and fired, holding off on using the 
restroom ALL day or the best of all…the CraZieS.  You know who I’m talking about, the ones that 
claim you just ruined their entire Christmas because their pottery didn’t turn out as they imagined 
or because the cute little cat decided to jump on their ornament during the firing process and 
now they get to repaint it.  All I have to say is ENJOY this time!  It’s the one time of year we are 
constantly busy and the money is consistently rolling in.
 I’d like to tell you about a recent CraZie that visited my studio.  The situation ended 
unexpectedly so I felt the need to share.  Basically, she didn’t like the way her 19 year old 
daughter’s pottery turned out after firing.  She then proceeded to belittle, demean and 
scream at MY 19 year old employee.  The employee did everything possible to make the 
situation better.  She called the manager, she apologized, she was polite and sympathetic.  
It wasn’t enough.  The customer decided to call her daughter, gave the phone to my 
employee to explain why bright yellow doesn’t really show on top of lime green and then 
SNATCHED her phone from my employee and walked out without saying a word.  
Needless to say, this employee was ready to have a nervous breakdown.   
 When I heard the news, I decided to fire this customer.  It’s not what I like to do in my busi-
ness but in 14 years, I’ve only been forced to do this twice, once for stealing and the other for this 
same type of behavior.  
 The same day, I received an e-mail from this customer complaining and wanting a resolution.  
My response to her was that I was sorry she didn’t like the outcome of her daughter’s pottery.  I 
also explained that I didn’t like the way she treated my employee even though she did everything 
she was trained to do to make a bad situation better.  I told her there was another PYOP in town 
and she was welcome to visit them for her future pottery painting needs.  She was not welcome 
back to Paint a Piece but her daughter was welcome to return to paint another frame at no 
charge and we would be happy to help her select contrasting colors for the remake.
 Her response, “I would like to say I’m sorry…my daughter is also 19 and this really makes 
me sad.  The truth is, it doesn’t matter if you are 19 or 39, she didn’t deserve to be treated 
that way.  The frame was for her Grandmother who’s husband just passed away from 
Parkinsons.  The emotions are running high in our family right now.  I’m sorry for anything 
I did to (employee) to make her feel she had done something wrong.  She did NOT.  
I am forwarding this e-mail to my daughter so she can see how badly her mother behaved.”  
I responded by offering her a spot in one of our Dish, Dine, Paint & Wine classes so she 
can relax and unwind.  She was overjoyed!  
 What I took from this whole situation is that the CraZieS aren’t always crazy, they’re just 
stressed.  My hope is that she will continue to be a customer and learn from past experience.   
Bright yellow doesn’t show on top of lime green and nice is always better than naughty.

 Have a blessed holiday season,

 Kami Hatley, CCSA President 
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 Wow! I cannot believe how fast two months have gone by. For those I did not 
get a chance to meet at Convention, I am the new Executive Director of CCSA. And in 
case you haven’t heard me say it yet, I am excited to be a part of this great organization. 
With the help of the board, I am adjusting to the new role. I have a lot to learn about the 
industry and I am eager to get going.

 The Birmingham Convention was my first exposure to the CCSA and all its 
members. I have to say that Bonnie and the board put on a phenomenal convention. 
Convention was a busy time for me. I spent most of my time meeting members and 
suppliers and planning with the board. If I haven’t met you yet, I hope we have a chance 
at an upcoming regional. I missed many of the speakers but I hear they were great. 
I hope everyone who attended had a great experience, for those who were not able 
to attend, I hope to see you in Austin in August. (Start planning now!)

 As everyone knows, the upcoming months are busy for studios and suppliers. 
While you are focused on your customers, I will be focused on bringing more value to 
your membership. Many of you may have noticed that I have been working with suppliers 
to bring additional benefits to CCSA members. I hope to bring you more of these special 
offers from suppliers and introduce webinars in the months to come.

 To those of you who missed the membership meeting regarding PAC 
(Peer Advisory Council) at Convention—don’t worry, we will be having additional 
groups in the spring. We hope the PAC will be a beneficial program for all involved.  
There is additional information on the PAC in this magazine.

 I believe that information is power. Check your emails for the latest CCSA updates and 
make sure you log onto Facebook and “like” CCSA—Paint Your Own Pottery so you do not 
miss anything. 

 Feel free to contact me anytime.

 Dena Pearlman
 Executive Director

Letter from the 

Executive 
Director
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Dear Kiln Goddess,
 We have three Skutt 1227 kilns that we will have to 
move. My husband is a planner and is freaking about mov-
ing them. Should we take them all apart? Move them with 
a dolly? My husband thinks we need a pallet jack (you know 
men). Any suggestions? The door is 36 inches wide and the 
kilns are 34 inches.

 Signed, 
 Married to the Mover man

Dear Mover Mrs,
 Skutt kilns come apart very nicely with 
just a screwdriver, which makes them very 
manageable for moving. (Men like to use 
screwdrivers too, especially ones that are 
battery operated.) If you have a pallet jack 
handy you could try and move the kiln that 
way. The only problem I can see with that 
would be having to move the entire kiln 
from your studio to a vehicle, and from that 
vehicle to the other studio. Since the kiln is very heavy and ex-
tremely awkward, it seems like too many chances for something 
to happen. I prefer to follow the manufacturer’s transportation 
method. By the way, men sometimes have a really hard time taking 
advice from Goddesses, so call Skutt and ask them what is best.

Dear Kiln Goddess,
 What is your policy for customer pickups?

 Signed, 
 Curious

Dear Curious,
 I am so glad you asked this question. The best answer is, what-
ever works for you is what is best. In my realm, I prefer to leave 
customer pieces unwrapped so they can be used for inspiration 
by other artists and be oohed and ahh’d over as they are be-
ing wrapped. Pre-wrapping, IMHO, is a waste of time since most 
people want to see the items and will then stand in the studio 
unwrapping them. If by chance an item makes it into the wrong 
bag, goddess forbid, that takes so much searching. I also have had 
no one claim that a piece was damaged “in the bag” because they 
inspect just before it is wrapped. 

Dear Kiln Goddess,
 What is the best way to stop a parent from fixing a 
child’s art? 

Ask the
Kiln Goddess 

 
 Signed, 
 Frustrated Frau

Dear Frustrated,
 I very often find humor works in situations like this, especially 
if the child appears bored or frustrated by having Mom (and it is 
usually Mom, isn’t it?) paint their piece. Something like “Oh, you are 

doing a wonderful job on that piece. Is it 
Johnny’s turn now?” My favorite, offered by 
someone on Chatter (yes, of course I read 
Chatter): “There is an additional charge for 
painting on your child’s piece”. Sometimes 
you are just going to have to accept that 
nothing you say is going to make a differ-
ence. When one of those moms are in the 
house I quietly provide a four-by-four tile 
to the child and ask them to paint it for me 
any way they want.
Good luck to you.

My husband thinks 
we need a pallet jack 

(you know men). 
Any suggestions? 

The door is 36 inches 
wide and the kilns 

are 34 inches.

As for the adv
ice here, tak

e it 

or leave it, b
ut don’t blame 

the CCSA as we don’t take 

responsibility 
for the answ

ers! 

Please send y
our 

Kiln Goddess questi
ons to 

KilnGoddess@ccsao
nline.com 

and we will forward them 

to the Kiln Goddess!





our culture. More women have economic pow-
er than ever before, leaving men in the role 
of caretaker at home. Many of these men are 
stay-at-home dads who have had to learn 
how to manage the family unit and the house-
hold activities. This means he’s probably doing 
more than mowing the lawn and barbecuing 

burgers on the weekend. His role has expand-
ed to include the chores, the grocery shopping, 

and the after-school activities. 

WiTh The onGoinG eConoMiC un-
CerTAinTy, TAppinG inTo The MAle MAr-

KeT iS More 
CruCiAl ThAn ever.

 The television networks are also cognizant of the fact that 
men are spending more time at home. Scroll through the line-up 
of show offerings and you’ll find all kinds of programs that ap-
peal to men: Home & Garden Television (HGTV) has Holmes on 
Homes, The Outdoor Room with Jamie Durie, and All-American 
Handyman; the History Channel has American Pickers, Pawn Stars, 
and Modern Marvels; the Discovery Channel has Dirtiest Jobs and 
Sons of Guns; and the Travel Channel has Truck Stop Missouri and 
Off Limits. I could go on, but you get the point. 
 Retailers are paying attention to just how crucial this market 
shift is, and are now tailoring products, services, and the shopping 
experience itself to men. They’ve learned that it’s not that men 
don’t like to shop; they just shop differently than women do. For 
example, men don’t usually shop in groups the way that girlfriends 
do. Also, most men are not recreational shoppers, meaning they 
enter the store, get what they came for, and move on.
 Many companies and products that traditionally appeal to and 
are marketed toward women are now courting the male custom-
er.
 Last year, CNN reported on a bakery in New York City that 
makes manly cupcakes. The owner is a former attorney who de-
cided to open a bakery that would appeal to guys who love cup-
cakes. At Butch Bakery the cupcakes are made with ingredients 
like beer, bacon, pretzels, and alcohol. Chocolate discs in patterns 
like camouflage, plaid, and houndstooth rest atop a thick layer of 
frosting. 
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 by Jennifer Blevins, Consumer Trends Specialists, I Love to Create

trend 
FLASH

A continuing 
series on design 
and style trends 

which affect 
you and your 

studio.

 Recently I had the opportunity to visit a local ceramic studio 
in preparation for a trend seminar I was giving at the CCSA con-
vention in Birmingham, Alabama. Although I have visited a number 
of studios over the years, I had not actually sat down and made 
something in quite a while. I decided to make it a “date” with my 
youngest son. We headed into the studio, excitement building with 
each step. It was already pretty crowded, with only a few open 
tables. We took our time looking for just the right bisque pieces, 
deciding on a dog dish and a bulldog statue. (Can you guess what 
kind of dog we have at home?) After we got seated and began 
painting, I looked around as the studio continued to buzz with 
laughter and talking. It was then that I noticed there was only 
one male in the entire place—and he was my 10-year-old. Hmm 
. . . Don’t guys like to make things? Is there no bisque that would 
appeal to them? Is painting ceramics a girl thing? I didn’t think so. 
In fact, looking around the studio confirmed this. There was plenty 
of gender-neutral bisque, the studio played rock music, and the 
decor was contemporary with a youthful vibe. But it got me think-
ing about a trend I’ve been talking about for a couple of years: the 
Male Market. 
 Statistics have shown that the recession hit the male-domi-
nated fields the hardest, creating a societal shift that has reshaped 

The Male Market
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 Many companies and products that traditionally appeal to 
and are marketed toward women are now courting the male cus-
tomer. One example is the direct selling company Scentsy. When 
you think about candle parties you usually think about them be-
ing geared toward women. Originally started by two stay-at-home 
moms, Scentsy changed hands in 2004 and today is an award-win-
ning company. Not only has Scentsy developed flameless candle 
warmers for women, there is now a line of 
guy-themed warmers and scents as well. 
With names like the Sports Collection, the 
Patriot Collection, and the Campus Collec-
tion, the company is also encouraging men 
to become direct selling associates to reach 
other men.

Do you heAr opporTuniTy 
KnoCKinG 
AT your STuDio Door?
 As a contemporary ceramic studio you 
can use your understanding of this trend to 
your advantage in several ways. 

here are some ideas:

 3 Be aware of seasonal sporting events like the Super Bowl, 
the World Series, local high school and college rivalry games, and 
the like. You may have a tailgate party at your studio for fans to 
create a chip and dip plate or a team mug. Make it fun! Give every 
guy who comes in wearing sport-themed T-shirt a 20% discount. 
Men appreciate a good deal.

 3 Approach sororities and fraternities at the local college or 
university to have a painting party at your studio, with part of the 
proceeds going back to their school. Make it a competition be-
tween the two houses so that both parties participate fully—guys 
included!

 3 Appeal to couples. Invite them to enjoy a date night at your 
studio. Partner with a nearby food venue to 
offer coupons or discounts to customers 
when both places are visited in the same 
evening. One of my favorite restaurants of-
fers movie tickets to the nearby theater 
for a discount when we buy dinner there. 
More times than not, my husband and I end 
up purchasing tickets and going to a movie 
after dinner.

 3 Schools often host “Father-Daugh-
ter” dances or dinners. You could host 
a “Daddy & Me” or a “Father-Daughter 

Night” for dads and daughters of all ages to enjoy. 

 3 Help dads find creative outlets for their children. With 
more dads in charge of after-school activities, why not start an 
after-school club or a summer seminar for the kids? Dads would 
get a much-needed break and receive kudos from mom for doing 
something creative with the kids.

 Remember, half the population is male, and if you don’t target them 
someone else probably will. So get creative and go get your man!

Remember, half the 
population is male, 

and if you don’t target 
them someone else 
probably will. So get 

creative and go 
get your man!
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EXPLORE OUR NEW WEBSITE: www.creative-hobbies.com

it’s open to the public so to access the Wholesale Section, use your customer number 
or 01-03950 as username and 123 as a password.

 
CaLL Ginny at 800-tHE-KiLn if you need a Wholesale account Set-Up.
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oN ThE RoAD
By Denise Callen, Playful Potter, Sparks, Nevada

 Create It Ceramics is truly a family affair. Owner Lilibeth Hoff-
man is joined in the studio by her manager daughter, Jackie, as well 
as her other children and grandson from time to time. Together, 
they forge ahead together to benefit both the studio and their 
family.
      Lilibeth formerly worked for a national packaging company 
as a financial analyst and executive administrator. With help from 
her husband, Ed, she purchased Create It Ceramics in 2006. Like 
many studio owners, she wanted to spend more time with her 
family while doing something she loves. She took this to heart 
and brought the entire family into the family business. Lilibeth and 
Jackie (27) are joined by Samantha (20), who teaches camp and co-
ordinates parties while not attending UC Berkley; Ryan (26) glazes 
and loads kilns; and Justin (21), says he would love to do financial 
and business consulting at the studio once he graduates from Cal 
in two years. Jackie had a baby, Anthony, in November 2008 and 
he helps at the studio too. “My grandson, Anthony, provided so 
many samples at my shop, whether it’s handprints in clay, glass, or 
ceramics, and even his own masterpiece paintings. Customers are 
amazed when I tell them that this pig pile bank was painted by An-
thony when he was just 11/2 years old. He also loves to glaze with 
his mom, wash brushes, and say hello to customers.”
      Many challenges can face a family who works together, but 
keeping a “drama-free” workplace is very important to Lilibeth and 
Jackie. The family keeps business at the business. “We make it a point 
not to bring business into our family time,” said Lilibeth. Running the 
studio with Jackie full-time for almost five years has made their 
relationship closer and stronger. “We learned what our strengths 
and weaknesses are, and we continue to improve on those. We have 
supported each other both professionally and personally.”

Owner Lilibeth Hoffman 
is joined in the studio by 
her manager daughter, 
Jackie, as well as her 
other children and 
grandson from time to time.



everything but the kids and cake. Even small things like providing 
the matches and candles make it an easy choice for parents to 
book a party at Create It Ceramics.
      Unfortunately, it isn’t all fun and games. When the landlords of 
her center sought refinancing, testing for materials deemed toxic 
by the state of California almost closed her down. Tests for tox-

ic fumes came back positive and the hunt 
began to find out where they were com-
ing from. “There were a few days when we 
didn’t know what would happen,” Lilibeth 
said. Workers came into the studio and 
tested inside every drawer and every cabi-
net and discovered that the slight positives 

were coming from using E6000 inside the studio. Lilibeth and Jackie 
breathed a huge sigh of relief and switched to HoneyDoo Zuper 
Glue, the landlords got their refinancing, and Create It is thriving.
      “Without the family, this wouldn’t be possible,” says Lilibeth. 
Despite not having a long vacation together to Hawaii since open-
ing the studio, they are excited about what the future holds . . . 
maybe even a few shorter trips closer to home!
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No longer bound by the 
decisions of the previous 

owners, the new studio is a 
reflection of the family.

      While Jackie and Lilibeth worked to make the purchased stu-
dio feel like home, they soon discovered that in order to realize 
their dreams, a move was required. Lilibeth said, “Without the 
support of my husband, especially when the economy was down 
while I was at my old location, I wouldn’t have survived.” The family 
took a leap of faith and started looking for new home for the stu-
dio. The new location is in a busy high-end 
lifestyle shopping center across the street 
from a new mom resource center and many 
unique boutiques. While rent is more ex-
pensive in the new location, the new land-
lords wanted to bring a business just like 
Create It to their center. They worked with 
Lilibeth on the three-month build-out. Drawing on more fabulous 
family resources, Ed and his moving company moved the studio in 
a weekend to the new space.
      No longer bound by the decisions of the previous owners, 
the new studio is a reflection of the family. “We wanted the studio 
to feel comfortable, like home,” said Lilibeth. “We still have 1400 
square feet, but we have a better layout because we started from 
scratch.”
      In the new studio, Jackie and Lilibeth were look-
ing for creative ways to retain customers. To avoid 
the “been there, done that” birthday party, they 
added glass fusing parties three years ago. By adding 
another type of birthday party, they see kids com-
ing back for something different. Each child, ages 6 
and up, creates a 5-inch-square masterpiece using 
preselected chips, pebbles, and rods. The minimum 
number of artists for the glass parties is 10 but most 
average 16. After firing, Create It also provides a 
plate stand with each piece. “Our goal is to have a 
piece that is instantly ready to display. Parents can’t 
believe the amazing results of projects created by 
kids. If kids can make a piece that looks like it came 
from an art gallery, so can the parents! Word of 
mouth from glass parties has really helped to build 
our overall glass sales.” Create It also strives to 
make these parties easy for parents by providing 

“My grandson, Anthony, 
provided so many samples 
at my shop, whether it’s 
handprints in clay, glass, 
or ceramics, and even his 
own masterpiece paintings.”

“We still have 1400 square feet, but we have 
a better layout because we started from scratch.”





 about growth create advisory boards. This is a great way to 
 signal to the world your intent to grow your business.
6.  A personal sounding board: An advisory board can serve as a 
 sounding board for new ideas, or for solving weighty problems.
7.  Mentoring: The top (or bottom) is a lonely place. Business 
 owners often have few ways to get support and guidance. 
 Think of your advisors as mentors. Mentors help coach you 
 to become a more effective leader.

 How will this work? Each PAC will 
consist of three to five members varying in 
years in business, location, strengths, weak-
nesses, and what area of your business 
you want to focus on. The configuration 
of each group is underway now, based on 
members’ answers to questionnaires sub-
mitted at convention or via email; by the 
time you read this groups should already 
be established. Anyone who missed the 
first round and would like to be involved 
can do so when the second round begins 

next spring.
PAC members will be asked to honor a six-month commitment. 
Each board will determine as a group how often they want to 
have a call and how long they will last (for example: once a month 
for one hour). Other standards that will help make this program 
a success:
 3 Be able to take constructive criticism.
 3 Be completely transparent. Describe your current business 
strategy and describe the direction you would like to go without 
sharing proprietary information.
 3 Be aware of your own strengths and weakness and those 
on your board as well as the opportunities and threats facing the 
business.
 3 Actively participate in the calls.
 3 Be prepared for the follow-up meetings.

 Advisors can bring out the best in each of us. Collaboration 
gives us access to far more resources than trying to come up with 
everything on our own. An advisory board can also serve as a 
brainstorming team, a valuable creative thinking opportunity that 
can yield some great new ideas—a bit like extending the network-
ing prospects of convention into a year-round opportunity.
 As Dena states, “As the new director I am very excited about 
this being the first of many programs I want to bring to the CCSA 
members. This program can help studio owners with all aspects 
of their business and will only strengthen their business and our 
industry. I was pleasantly surprised by the response at convention 
and hope that everyone will take advantage of this opportunity. 
Every person in this organization has something to offer that an-
other business owner can benefit from.”
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By Amy Handy, 
Clay Play, Yarmouth, Maine

 In addition to the usual excitement of convention, this year’s 
event also saw the introduction of new executive director Dena 
Pearlman. Like so many of us in this organization, Dena’s profes-
sional background started in another field entirely. With her ex-
tensive background in business and management in the insurance 
industry, Dena brings ideas that can help 
us network more effectively, share our ex-
pertise with one another, and improve the 
bottom line at our studios. At the member 
breakfast, Dena presented an exciting new 
program that can benefit all CCSA mem-
bers, at no additional cost.
 According to a recent study on why 
small businesses fail, one of the top culprits 
is not having an advisory board. An advi-
sory board is a powerful management tool, 
a group of individuals willing to share their 
experience and industry knowledge to help 
the business grow and thrive. An advisory board can be a valuable 
asset by providing guidance, feedback, resources, and support. It 
can also help reduce the sense of isolation that often comes with 
running your own business.
 Enter the PAC, or Peer Advisory Council, CCSA’s version of 
an advisory board. To harness the creative and intellectual capital 
that studio members collectively possess, Dena is establishing a 
program that can help with cutting cost, product development, 
marketing, suppliers, increasing sales, expansion, and more.

 here Are Seven GreAT reASonS 
To beCoMe pArT oF The pAC:
1.  Expertise you can’t buy: Members bring skill sets that are 
 totally out of reach for many small businesses.
2.  Business contacts when you need them: As a whole, the 
 CCSA members have very diverse backgrounds.
3.  The benefits of a board of directors without the hassles: A 
 advisory board is exactly what the name suggest: It is there 
 simply to advise. This means you reap the benefits of your 
 advisors, without all the formalities of a board of directors. 
 (Unlike a board of directors, advisory board members have 
 no authority over your company; they simply offer advice that 
 you can take or dismiss.)
4.  Simple and inexpensive to set up and operate through the 
 CCSA: Doing this on your own or paying a company to do it 
 could be very costly and time consuming. But the CCSA is 
 organizing this for you at no additional membership cost.
5.  Grow your business faster: Only companies that are serious 

What Is the PaC

Each PAC will consist 
of three to five members 

varying in years in 
business, location, 

strengths, weaknesses, and 
what area of your business 

you want to focus on. 

and What Can It Do for You?





 by Michelle Booth, 
 Glazed Over, Houston, Texas

 You’ve recruited, interviewed, and now hired your new staff. 
Now, what do you do with them? Where do you start? I’ll bet 
you’re wishing you could fast forward, and they’d be all trained! 
We all know that the better they’re trained, the easier our lives.
       When I hire a new person, I want them to know everything I 
do. I want them to be able to take care of my customers, with the 
same ability as I have, when I’m not there. I now know that the 
more they know, the better for my business. They are your repre-
sentatives when you’re not there. Also, a good employee wants to 
be well trained. They want to be ready and prepared for the job 
they’ve been hired to do.
       I plan on one week of “shadow training.” This mean the em-
ployee follows me or a coworker for most of a week. This training 
also includes practicing dialogue, role playing, sales training, and 
quizzing them. I don’t just want a paintbrush washer! But it all 
starts with a training report.
       When putting together a training report, write down every-
thing you do in a day. Now, of course, the new recruit won’t do 
everything single thing you do, but you can always whittle it down 
later. It’s best to overplan the training, then fall short. I’m a check-
list kind of person, so I check as I go. Below is a small example 
of one we use. It helps me and my trainers remember what we 
trained, and what needs follow up. It’s also important documenta-
tion to have in the employee file—especially if it doesn’t work 
out in the end. I get the most thorough results having my current 
staff help train the new staff. It’s in their best interest to get them 
well trained, so they don’t have to work harder! Plus, your current 
employees will feel a sense of ownership in your business if you 
share responsibilities with them.
       Once we’ve covered everything on the list, we will quiz them 
on what they learned. I know that people don’t like role-playing 
sales dialogue. But I also know it’s the best way to thoroughly train 
the new employee. We practice taking phone calls, and answering 
questions about everything we offer. I like to throw them several 
different questions so they know how to handle them. We practice 
selling events and products. We even role-play being a customer 
so they feel comfortable in the real scenarios. Because I enjoy have 
time off as well, I even like to practice dialogue with them pretend-
ing to be a challenging or difficult customer. (You’ll know you’ve 
done it enough when their eyes roll back into their head!)
       I’m a big believer in the new employee doing the task they’re 
learning, not me showing the task. Adults learn best by doing, not 
being shown. They’re less likely to forget it once they’ve done it 
a couple of times. Follow-up training has become the important 
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I’m a big believer in the new employee doing the task they’re learning, 
not me showing the task. Adults learn best by doing, not being shown. 

They’re less likely to forget it once they’ve done it a couple of times.

Employee Training



JoB DESCriPtion:

General Duties:
3 Helping and teaching customers painting and glass fusing
3 Answering questions for customers
3 Setting up tables for customers and parties
3 Cleanup of customer painting and glass fusing

language Skills:
3	 Ability to read and interpret documents such as company 
 policies, training materials, and safety rules
3	 Ability to speak effectively with customers and employees
3	 Ability to converse, read, and write in English

Mathematical Skills:
3	 Ability to add, subtract, multiply, and divide in all units of 
 measure, using whole numbers, common fractions, and decimals
3		Ability to calculate figures and amounts, such as discounts 
 and percentages
3		Ability to handle money, making change correctly, 
 and balancing deposits

other Skills:
3	 Ability to work in a fast-paced environment
3	 Ability to work flexible hours that includes split shifts, evenings, 
 holidays, and weekends
3	 Ability to work with specific computer software
3	 Ability to interface with co-workers and customers in a 
 positive way and maintain a high degree of professionalism 
 and customer service
3	 Effective communication skills in person and over the telephone
3	 Ability to sell events and products

physical requirements:
3		The employee must frequently lift and/or move 10-20 
 pounds of inventory.
3	 Frequently stock shelves with product
3	 Get on a stepladder to reach for items and stock

Cleanup:
3	 The employee must frequently clean up after customers. 
 This includes: Paintbrushes, Stamps, Sponges, Stencils, Tables, 
 Chairs, Counters, Sinks, Floor
3	 Sweeping and mopping the floor
3	 Clean bathrooms, sinks, and toilets

environmental requirements:
3	 While performing this job, the employee will be working 
 with an extremely hot kiln.
3	 The employee is required to follow all safety requirements 
 regarding kiln procedures.
3	 All paints and glazes used in the studio are nontoxic.

I have read and understand the requirements 
of the position.

Signature: ____________________________________________

Date:_____________________________________________
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training of all. It’s amazing how much they can forget a week or 
two later. In every staff meeting, we incorporate role-playing, prac-
ticing, and quizzing of all we do. I even do a pottery quiz to see if 
they can name the pottery we carry. In these once-a-month meet-
ings, we incorporate some sort of training for the staff, whether 
it’s selling, listening training, or learning a fun technique. Whenever 
possible, I want the staff to do the sample for anything we are 
planning to sell. That way, they will sell it like crazy!
       I believe in inspecting what I expect, so occasionally I will 
have secret shoppers come in to check out the studio experience 
when I’m not working, to make sure my employees are treating 
my customers well, and to get feedback on the look and feel of 
my business. I have gotten some valuable information, from a fresh 
pair of eyes. Our Secret Shop Report is taken directly from our 
employee job description. I always train my staff to treat everyone 
as if they’re a secret shopper.
       Training your employees well is hard work and very detailed. It 
requires a lot of work and dedication from you and your staff. But 
it is so worth it. The more turnover you have, the more money 
it costs you. Training well is an investment in the future of your 
business. A well-trained staff gives you a long-term employee and 
happy customers, and allows you some much-deserved time off.

SamPLE traininG rEPort:

r Greeting at the door: 
 “Hi! Are you here to paint or glass fuse?”

r	 How we set up the table

r	 Instructions at the table: 3 coats paint, keep brush dry, light 
 colors painted first, sketch lightly with pencil, help yourself 
 to stamps and stencils

r	 Dialogue for collecting email addresses

r	 Stamp and stencils, sponges, give scenarios, instructions on use

r	 Helping customers create their masterpiece

r	 Kids’ and adults’ birthday party info role play

r	 Kiln procedures

r	 Pottery pickup procedures

r	 Role play events, plus after-school program information

r	 Glass fusing-role play: how to explain it to customers

r	 Selling events and projects

r	 Computer-invoicing customers; coupons and discounts, 
 gift certificates

Trainer: _____________________________________________

Signature_____________________________  Date: __________

Employee: ___________________________________________

Notes: _______________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Follow Up: ___________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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By Karen Maroot, 
International Development Director

 Stress. As business owners we all understand stress. But ask 
yourself: is my mood, or that of my team, being noticed by our 
customers?  If so, is it driving them away?
 Let me share a recent experience. I was shopping for a nice 
dinner location for about twenty friends to celebrate a special 
occasion. I went by a restaurant I had never tried that I thought 
would be perfect, only to find out they had closed early for the day. 
I am persistent, so I called the next day. A short-tempered hostess 
said that it was still their lunch hour so she was too busy to help 
me and told me to call back after 2:00. She did not take my name 
or number and abruptly hung up.
 I still wanted to give this place a try, so I went back at 2:30 
that same day. Again the door was locked, and this time two peo-
ple were trying not to notice me. I knocked louder and the host-
ess came to the door. I politely explained that I was the one who 
that had called earlier about reservations. She told me they were 
closed and to come back later. “Could I at least have a menu?” I 
asked. The owner appeared and instructed me to just look at their 
website, although he did get a menu for me to take home. Wow. 
They had made me feel like I was really a bother and they didn’t 
seem to care about having me as a customer. I politely took the 
poorly copied menu and left with a firm decision not to book my 
event with this location, no matter how great the food or how 
good the price.
 Concurrently, I contacted a fine restaurant that I thought was 
way out of my price range. The person answering the phone was 
kind and interested and asked me great questions about what I 
was looking for in the way of a menu and the experience for my 
guests. Within one hour I received an email with a detailed list of 
all the offerings. Although the meals were $25 a plate more than 
the other restaurant, it was a very easy choice—they got my res-
ervation. The second place had made me feel welcome, treated me 
like I was important to them, and wanted 
to make sure they took care of my needs 
for this special occasion with friends. I am 
looking forward to our evening.

PUt yoUrSELf in yoUr 
CUStomEr’S SHoES:

1.  How do you treat them when they 
 arrive? Do they feel welcome?

2.  Is your pricing clear?

3.  Is the painting process clear?

4.  Is it easy for them to book a party?

5.  Does your staff treat them well, both when you are 
 around and when you are not?

6.  Do you have information about your programs readily 
 available for them to pick up?

 At your next staff meeting read this 
article to your staff. Ask yourselves honest 
questions about how customers are treated 
during a stressful or busy day. Come up with 
solutions to treat them with respect even 
if it is a busy time; get a phone number to 
call them back; make an appointment; send 
them a text or an e-mail. Let them know 
that you are happy they selected you—this 
is the first step to getting them to spend 
their money with you versus with a com-
petitor. More funds in your business means 
less financial stress: a win for you and for 

your happy customer, who leaves with a great impression of your 
business and will likely tell everyone they know what a fantastic 
time they had at your shop. Added bonus: free advertising from a 
satisfied customer!

Customer Service: 

The second place had 
made me feel welcome, 

treated me like I was 
important to them, 

and wanted to make sure 
they took care of my needs 

for this special occasion 
with friends.

A True Story
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By Helen Hajny, 
Get Fired Up, Sanford, Maine

The flight attendant says, “Welcome to Birmingham” over the 
loudspeaker and the convention experience begins. Actually the 
convention experience began long before that in the chatter fo-
rums. Posts like “Who’s going?” “What do you recommend new-
bies bring with them?” and various other convention-related items 
had been bandied about for weeks prior to 
the actual event.
      Arriving at the hotel, I was impressed by 
the size of the building and the beauty of the 
décor. The doors open and I spied a group 
of CCSA members in line for hotel check-
in and still more hanging around having just 
returned from an outing at Julia McNair’s 
studio Do* It* Yourself Crafts. I thought to 
myself, “This is going to be awesome!” as 
a feeling of coming home washed over me 
along with lots of hugs and greetings. 
      Friday morning, pre-convention classes were underway. Al-
though the classes were wonderful, I chose to spend Friday vol-
unteering my time at CCSA check-in. This is always a terrific way 
to meet new studio owners. (CCSA has many volunteer oppor-
tunities throughout convention, and I highly recommend the vol-
unteering experience.) In addition to studio owner volunteers, 
this year there were three lovely young women, all offspring of 
members, who spent their time hauling buckets of water back and 
forth to technique classes, selling raffle tickets, and basically do-
ing anything asked of them. Thank you, Mackenzie Karet, Karagan 
Hatley, and Taylor Pettys—your contributions made life so much 
easier for everyone at convention.
      After pre-cons were over everyone was “chauffeured” .to the 
member mixer at Gallery Soleil, a Birmingham art gallery that we 
took over for the evening. Even though the planned trolley rides to 
shuttle everyone from the hotel to the venue didn’t materialize, this 
did not in any way dampen the CCSA spirit. Several members with 
vehicles made numerous trips back and forth from hotel to gallery, 
picking up and dropping off members. Once everyone was assembled, 
we were welcomed by a representative from the mayor’s office as we 
enjoyed an elaborate make-your-own sundae bar.
      After the gallery it was a very short jaunt to the “Art Walk.” 
Picture this: cobblestone streets, very old buildings, some with old-
fashioned painted-on advertising still visible. In front of these buildings 
stood canopies and tents where artisans of every possible medium 
were displaying their wares to potential buyers. There was a bottlecap 
artist and someone who painted furniture, photographers and water-
colorists, realistic and abstract, cartoon drawings, landscapes, jewelry, 
pottery, and so much more. It was amazing! There was also fabulous 
food available, music playing the entire time, and just in case that was 
not enough there were fire dancers too.
      Saturday morning, bright and early, the keynote address was 
given by Rich Kizer and Georganne Bender. They have been the 
keynote speakers before but their message is always new and rel-
evant to our business, and their energy is contagious.
      After keynote came classes. There was something for every-

one this year in the offerings. Many of the business classes were 
facilitated by experts. Kizer and Bender surveyed “Social Media 
Marketing.” Jay Goltz explored “Using Left-Brained Strategies in 
a Right-Brained World” and “Customer Service as a Weapon.” 
Mary Liz Curtain presented “Grow Your Business with In-Store 
Events.” Seasoned studio owners and new owners were able to 
learn strategies to help their business. The technique classes were 
also very well received by attendees.

      This year the exhibition hall opened at 
11:30 on Saturday morning. As the doors 
opened I thought, “Wow, Dorothy must 
have felt just this way peering through the 
doors into the Emerald City!” The vendors 
once again outdid themselves showcas-
ing their products. Colorful samples were 
everywhere, and of course all of the new 
items were available to drool over as well. 
Nothing compares to being able to see just 
how big a piece is in person. Yes, dimensions 
give an idea, but as Kizer and Bender have 

told us, “Once you touch an item you want it.” That was certainly 
the case with all the terrific pieces. The opportunity to speak to 
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The elevators were 
full of outrageously 
beautiful, creative, 

interesting hats, 
worn by very excited 
beautiful, creative, 
interesting people.

Heidi Floyd from 
the Vera Bradley Foundation.
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the suppliers and company owners is a huge benefit of attending 
convention. Having a face to put with a name makes it easier to 
feel comfortable contacting the person if there is a problem.
      After the classes were over for the day there was more time for 
socialization. Attendees spent the evening renewing old friendships 
and making new friends, learning from one another, and in some 
cases putting an actual face to a name on chatter (where friendships 
are formed and cemented without any face-to-face contact).
      Sunday morning brought the member meeting. Kami Hatley thanked 
outgoing board members Denise Callen and Sandi Kirkwood, and in-
troduced the new members Emily Rhodes and Katie Yallaly. We also got 
to meet Dena Pearlman, our new executive director. The new interna-
tional director, Karen Maroot, was unable to attend this convention, but 
she sent in an auction item. Speaking of the auction . . .
      The elevators were full of outrageously beautiful, creative, in-
teresting hats, worn by very excited beautiful, creative, interesting 
people. There were more feathers than Big Bird’s family reunion, 
lots of sequins, butterflies, and even a toilet seat. Sam Saville of 
Let’s Get Crafty judged for the Hat contest. The winner was De-
nise Callen of Playful Potter with her Teacup and Saucer hat (yes, it 
was ceramic). The silent auction pieces closed out first, with some 
good-natured competition and hovering over final bids. When the 
silent auction was complete we were encouraged to grab some 
food and take a seat. Did I mention that the food all weekend was 
terrific? The buffet that night was no exception. The auction—run 
this year by professional auctioneers—was very fast paced and 
fun to watch. Finally, the raffle items were drawn. The winner of 
the Skutt kiln was Elona Schaffert of Creatable Crafts. The Golden 
Ticket winner was Laurie Knisley of Fireworks Art Café.
      The after-party, post auction, was an unofficial event. I saw 
photographic evidence of members and suppliers planking and 
perching. Definitely a good time was had by all. I had to leave Mon-
day morning so was unable to participate in Monday afternoon’s 
shopping trip and the tour of Amarilis’ studio Painted By U. I am 
told that everyone had a blast, and how could they not? CCSA 
members are the best people in the world and when they are 
together it is always a recipe for fun.

Supplier of the year: 

Bisque imports
Voted on by CCSA members

The following awards were judged 
this year by Mary Liz Curtain, 
convention speaker and retail expert.

best booth at Convention: 

rubber Stamp tapestry
Nice display, showed the new and interesting technique 
very well, the space was welcoming, and the staff was lovely.

best Display of product: 

Lynn adams
Showed the before-and-after product very clearly and gave 
buyers a very good look at what their customers could 
do with the product.

Most Fun booth at Convention: 

Gare
Terrific ice cream cone display! It clearly showed 
the colors and was compelling, attractive, and fun.

Most exciting and energetic booth: 

Shimpo
So much energy and excitement with the wheel in action 
in the booth.

honorable Mention Award: 

mayco
For community service with their business education efforts. 
All of us independent retailers need more of the nuts and bolts.

The after-party, post auction, was an unofficial event. 
Definitely a good time was had by all.
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By Sandi Kirkwood, 
Clay Casa, San Antonio, TX

 Not since Willy Wonka’s search for the Golden Ticket hold-
ers has there been such a coveted prize! From the free bisque to 
brushes to banding wheels to so much more. The only thing that 
would have made this prize any sweeter would have been a case 
of Everlasting Gobstoppers from Wonka himself. (Or maybe a kiss 
from Johnny Depp?)
 The idea of the raffle and the Golden 
Ticket came from the fabulous Julia McNair. 
Always looking for ways to improve things, 
Julia suggested that while not everyone could 
afford some of the hefty bids seen during the 
live auction, many could afford $100 for a 
chance at such a sweet prize package.
 According to Teddy Wright, the Gold-
en Ticket was first implemented at the Co-
lumbus, Ohio, convention in 2007, and “the 
auction total was over $50,000—the highest to date.” McNair was 
right (again!).
 Fast forward to 2011, Birmingham. I had stopped between 
classes to visit with Laurie Kinsley about her plans to move to 
Florida and open a new studio. “I opened my business in Damas-
cus, Maryland, so that I could be close to my youngest son when 
he got out of school. At first my studio thrived, then when the 
economy got worse, so did business. It still survived, but barely.” 
So Laurie was looking forward to her new life in Florida.

 Later that evening at the auction, Laurie confessed, “With the 
upcoming move, I really didn’t feel I had the extra $100 to spend 
on raffle tickets—and it’s a very rare occasion for me to win. So 
when I heard the announcer say, ‘It’s got a name on the back of the 
ticket,’ I thought, I wrote my name on the back of my ticket. Then 
when he read off the numbers and they matched mine, I waited for 
someone else to jump up and say they won. I just knew it wasn’t 
me . . . everything after that didn’t seem real.”

 Laurie continued, “I’m about to move 
into a new studio and since my business 
hasn’t been thriving, there isn’t a significant 
savings in the bank to fund a move, invento-
ry, build-out, etc. Winning the golden ticket 
takes a very heavy burden off my shoulders. 
I’ll get bisque from my favorite suppliers to 
fill my shelves right now, the new brushes 
will certainly be well used, and the goodies 
donated will be played with and probably 
ordered when replacements are needed. 

Since I still haven’t placed the orders yet, I’m still a little bit stunned 
about the whole thing.”
 Laurie still sometimes thinks the Golden Ticket is a dream! “I 
have the tickets out on my coffee table to make sure when I wake 
up in the morning that they are still real and check out the list 
often to recall the things I can order and won!”
 WOW! How I’d love to hold the Golden Ticket! Hmmm . . . 
wonder if lightning will strike twice.

“With the upcoming 
move, I really didn’t feel 
I had the extra $100 to 
spend on raffle tickets 
—and it’s a very rare 

occasion for me to win.”

• All About Bisque: $100 Gift certificate plus frEE shipping!
• Bisque Haus: $100 gift certificate.
• Bisque Imports: frEE SHiPPinG! for a year! until Aug. 15, 2012! 
• CCSA: DvD Glass/Painting set, a one year membership, and a convention ticket for 2012 (total value $700) 
• Chesapeake Ceramics: $250 Gift certificate
• DC Graphix: $100 gift certificate. 
• Elisa Waldman - Successful Studio Consulting: “2012 Profitability Package”
• Fingerlakes Stoneware: Kit of stoneware bisque shapes. 
• Gare: $300 Gift certificate 
• I Love To Create: $500 gift certificate 
• Lynn Adams: $200 Gift certificate for Bisque!
• Mayco: $150 Gift certificate for mayco Glazes!
• Midwest Ceramics and Bisque World: the customer’s choice of 2 personalized items, valued at $70.00 
• Royal & Langnickel: Brush assortment valued at $200. 
• Shimpo: 3 banding wheels: 1 BW-22lc value $56, 1 BW-25lc value $76,1 BW-30mc value $99.95     
• Spectrum Glass: System 96 retail Pack value $225
• Vera Bradley and Heidi Floyd: travel collection
...and the prize package kept on growing!
Special thanks to Skutt Kilns for generously donating a Skutt 1227 for the third year in a row!
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By Amarilys P. Barnett, 
Painted By U, Birmingham, Alabama

 As I talked with colleagues about what they were grateful for, 
the same three themes kept coming up over and over: family, busi-
ness, and the CCSA. That is fitting, because all of us in this business 
have made it an art form (pun intended) to balance family and 
business. This time of year, let’s reflect on the blessing of having the 
opportunity do just that.
 Stacy Donnelly of the Painting Paw in Chesterfield, Missouri, 
tells me, “I am thankful for my wonderful husband, who supports 
me every day; my two healthy and beautiful children, who keep me 
going; and that I am fortunate enough to own my own business. 
Working in an industry so full of creative and wonderful people 
is one of the great joys in my life.” If that isn’t enough to get you 
going in the morning, I don’t know what is.
 In my own life, the blessings are too many 
to count. Although the uncertainty of owning 
your own business can be stressful, the fact 
that I get to be in this unique industry is bless-
ing enough. And I don’t want to brag, but I 
have a very handsome husband, an amazing 
and beautiful daughter, my wonderful friends, 
and my faith. There is little else I could want.
 Charlene Ridlon of Art As You Like It in 
Waite, Minnesota, seems to feel much the 
same way. She says, “I am also very thankful for the support of my 
husband, my daughter, and all of our friends and extended family 
who step in whenever I need help with something, either in the 
studio or outside the studio.”
 Mary Joan Toca-Castanza of Posh Paint Pub in 
Metairie, Louisiana, eloquently states, “I am thank-
ful that God has continued to bless my business 
and my family. I am blessed with four daughters and 
four stepsons and on September 24th, my eighth 
grandson will be born. I am thankful for the time 
given to me to run my ever-growing business and 
be a part of my wonderful family.”
 Mary Frederick of Artist For A Day in North 
Olmsted, Ohio, has much to be thankful for. She 
was vacationing in Hawaii when she messaged me 
this: “I’m thankful for a business that keeps growing 
even in the 12th year! And for the freedom it pro-
vides for us to travel, and the fact I can work with 
my spouse and we haven’t killed each other yet!”
 Many studio owners participate in one the 
CCSA’s greatest benefits, the message board known 
as Chatter. If you have not logged in to Chatter, 
run—don’t walk—to your nearest computer. You 
will be thankful you did. Many of the studio owners 
I spoke with mentioned Chatter as something to 
be grateful for. There is a generosity among mem-
bers that has benefited more than a few of us as 

we run our business. Charlene puts it best when she says, “I am 
thankful for the sharing spirit among the colleagues who share the 
love of owning a paint-your-own-pottery business.”
 In spite of challenging times, many studios have grown this 
past year. Johanna Funk Sanfilipo of Claytopia in Erie, Pennsylvania, 
has been fortunate enough to have had just that happen to her. 
“I’m very thankful that our PYOP studio has done so well this year, 
especially considering the tough economic times. My sister and I 
truly enjoy providing this relaxing, creative outlet for those that 
need the extra dose of ‘sunshine’ right now!”
 Finally, I’d like to share a personal story of gratitude and offer it 
as a challenge to you as we approach the holidays. A mentor of mine 
used to tell me that he had a habit of writing two or three letters 
on Thanksgiving Day to people for whom he was thankful. I always 
thought it was a great idea but never made it a habit for myself—

until this year when I was saddened to hear 
that my friend had become terminally ill and 
I knew I would lose him very soon. Imme-
diately, I composed an email and sent it to 
him and his wife so that they would know 
the impression that he had made on my life. 
I am so thankful to have done so right then 
because it wasn’t one week later that my 
dear friend was gone.
 So this year, I’m looking at gratefulness 
through a different lens. I want to be thank-

ful for even the little things and I want to be tell people how grate-
ful I am even if it’s just a brief email or phone call. Who and what 
are you grateful for? Don’t let another moment pass by without 
letting them know. You will both be richer for having shared.

I want to be thankful 
for even the little things 

and I want to be tell 
people how grateful 
I am even if it’s just a 

brief email or phone call. 

Grateful
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 This is the first in an ongoing series of supplier profiles—stay 
tuned to learn more!
 At CCSA, we strive to bring studios and suppliers closer to-
gether. To help facilitate open communication and an exchange of 
ideas, we are asking questions! In this issue, we spoke to Danielle 
McDaniel, the Clay Lady, and Teddy Wright from Mayco.

WhAT iS The one ThinG ThAT STuDio 
oWnerS CoulD Do To help 
builD A GooD buSineSS 
relATionShip WiTh you?
 Danielle: If you don’t understand my 
product, call me for information instead of 
not using my products.
 Teddy: Mayco sells through a distribu-
tion network all across the U.S. and inter-
nationally, so the first line of contact should 
be with the distributor. If our partners can-
not resolve a studio issue they will contact 
us for assistance. If a partner does not pro-
vide a satisfactory level of service, studios 
can contact customer service or technical support, depending on 
the type of issue.

hoW Do you ChooSe neW pieCeS To 
ADD To your invenTory?
 Danielle: Customer demand—so ask for what you need.
 Teddy: Mayco spends a good amount of resources on re-
search and development on upcoming trends, colors, and designs. 
Staff meets regularly during the year to discuss what is new and 
hot. We then narrow our list to unique and different pieces so we 
are not offering what already exists in the market. Then the design 
ideas are passed onto our in-house sculptors to create bisque. 
Our sculptors have been in this industry for many years.

WhAT iTeMS ThAT you CArry Are your 
FAvoriTeS AnD Why?
 Danielle: My textbook, because it is my life’s work and will 
outlast my life.
 Teddy: Personally, I think the rubber stamps are the best product 
Mayco has created for this market. The rubber stamps are easy to use 
and customers can create a fantastic design with nominal effort. They 
are more satisfied and more apt to come back and paint again.

WhAT iS your STAnDArD For GooD 
CuSToMer ServiCe?
 Danielle: Love all, serve all. For the tough customers I remem-

Meet Your 
SupplierS:

ber that even stones have a love, a love that seeks the ground.
 Teddy: Our customers are our distribution partners. In our 
20-page handbook we outline the expectations we have for them 
and what they can expect from us.

WhAT WoulD you liKe your CuSToMerS To 
KnoW AbouT you ThAT They Don’T AlreADy 
KnoW?

 Danielle: The Clay Lady’s Clay Paints 
are not just for painting; you can make col-
ored clay, inlay, sgraffito, tobacco trees, wa-
tercolor, and so much more!
 Teddy: The amount of testing and the 
type of testing we do. We stock 20–25 
brands of clay and test all glaze candidates 
for compatibility before going to market. 
We literally glaze samples from every ship-
ment of bisque to test for compatibility. We 
send out bisque for chemical analysis every 
6 to 9 months to make sure the formula 
hasn’t shifted. These are just a few of the 

quality-control measures we undertake.

Why DiD you ChooSe To GeT in To ThiS inDuS-
Try?
 Danielle: You chose me!
 Teddy: Mayco was founded in 1954 with the premise of pro-
ducing the industry’s highest-quality low-fire ceramic products. 
Over the years, we have added other products, such as acrylics, 
molds, bisque, decorating accessories, and most lately, stoneware 
and other glazes for mid-range temperatures.

WhAT iS The beST pieCe oF ADviCe ThAT you 
CoulD oFFer A STuDio oWner?
 Danielle: The secret to self-employment (and I’ve been self-
employed for over 30 years): The idea that it’s either feast or fam-
ine . . . don’t believe either one! Financially, live in the middle—save 
when it’s feast to feed you when it’s famine.
 Teddy: Develop superior technical knowledge of your craft. 
There’s a lot of science in ceramics, and knowledge gained is pow-
er—and a competitive advantage. Studio owners fire kilns more in 
a year than an average art teacher will fire in their entire careers. 
The kiln is the single most important competitive advantage of a 
ceramic studio versus any other similar business in 4–5 square 
miles. Learn the business side of the company as well as the cre-
ative. Utilize some sort of point-of-sale system, run reports, and 
manage the inventory from the reports.

THE CLAY LADY AND MAYCO

“The kiln is the single 
most important 

competitive advantage 
of a ceramic studio 

versus any other 
similar business in 
4–5 square miles.”
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By Karen Maroot, International Development Director

 Back in the day (I am showing signs of my age!) I enjoyed 
two very popular radio programs here in central California. One 
was a Latin Romantic program, and the other was a World music 
program featuring music from around the globe. All in all, my pas-
sion for music, which started as a hobby, allowed me to learn and 
enjoy even more different types of music, as a radio producer and 
broadcaster for a total of 14 years. I have over 100,000 songs on 
my iTunes and countless CDs that fill and entire wall. I want to 
share with you the music I think will best enhance your custom-
ers’ retail experience.
 As many of you are also music enthusiasts, I encourage you to 
write me with your favorite artists and tunes (karen@ccsaonline.
com). As music helps “set the mood” for your studio, I will give 
selections that you can use for a variety of seasons and events. 
New Music

neW on The SCene
Something you may have not heard yet
      Hugh Laurie, Let Them Talk (Warner 
Bros.). Actor Hugh Laurie (House) has 
passion for the music of New Orleans. I 
found this album at Starbucks, and have 
been playing it over and over again; the 
tunes just grow on you. Worth a listen, 

fun for a “New Orleans” night at your studio, paint “Fleur-de-Lis” 
and “Crawdads,” serve up some beignets and coffee. Check out 

the Café Du Monde website for beignet mix and food ideas (www.
cafedumonde.com/coffee.html).

JuST beCAuSe i liKe iT
Tunes with something special that caught 
my ear
      Queen Latifah, The Dana Owens 
Album (Interscope Records). Soft and 
sultry, these classic tunes will calm the 
studio down. A great choice for adults 
looking to unwind, this music will in-
spire and set a stress-free mood in your 

studio. I found this CD after watching the movie Living Out Loud, 
in which Queen Latifah sang some of these tunes. Both are great 
works for this artist and a must for any collection.

olD FAvoriTeS
Like a comfortable pair of shoes, these 
tunes feel good anytime!
      Louis Prima, Collectors Series (Capi-
tol Records). Looking for more for your 
money? This 26-track CD has the best 
of the best, songs like “Buona sera,” “Oh 
marie,” “Just a Gigolo,” and “Lazy river.” 
It’s fun, upbeat, and nostalgic. I would 

call the “essential” Louis Prima. Worth finding this one!

Dear International Members:
 Thank you for being part of CCSA. I am looking forward to 
serving you all this coming year! CCSA is planning an event de-
signed especially for you this coming spring. Event dates will be 
secure by December of this year and all CCSA members will be 
receiving an invitation shortly after that.
 Our goal with this spring 2012 event (to be held in the UK) 
is to share with you projects and information relevant to your 
markets. It will be an event packed with valuable information, net-
working, and fun and free samples for you to take back to your 
studios.

 CCSA will also begin featuring projects in our magazine from 
international designers. If you would like to share a project please 
forward photos and step by step instructions to me at: karen@
ccsaonline.com
 Wishing all of you a wonderful season full of sales and enjoy-
able experiences!
 Warm Regards,

Karen Maroot
CCSA International Development Director, 559-352-7439

International 
News

By Karen Maroot, CCSA International Development Director 

World Muse Picks: Music to Inspire Your 
Customers and Enhance the Studio Experience



way. Residents are banding together to try and fight the building 
and hope to preserve the memorial site and work with officials to 
upgrade it. Dusty promised to keep the CCSA informed on any 
developments.
 The tiles have inspired other creations at the memorial site. 
Some of the broken tiles were used by an artist to make a mo-
saic on a cement bench that sits in front of the fence. Another 

artist has installed a wooden bench, which 
was bedecked with fresh orange flowers 
and memorial candles. And by the corner 
stands a cement planter with a mosaic de-
sign made of broken tiles, in honor of the 
policemen and firefighters.
 Double-decker red tour buses slow 

down as they approach the fence, the guide waving his arm in 
the direction of the tiles, and people leaning over the top to take 
pictures. Passersby stop and take some time to look at the tiles. 
They take a few steps, examine a tile that catches their eye, and 
then continue browsing. Dusty approaches those on foot, offers 
to take their pictures in front of the tiles, and explains a little 
about the tiles and what the future might hold for the memorial. 
Many of them are from other countries; while I was there I met 
visitors from Ireland, Spain, and England. Dusty asks them to go 
on Facebook and post their pictures of the memorial, hoping that 
every new “like” will help the neighborhood preserve the memo-
rial, despite the plans for the corner.
 If you’re feeling inspired now, there is still room on the fence 
for more tiles. The residents would like heart and dove shapes, but 
also 4-inch or 6-inch tiles too. Dusty will be happy to put them 
on for you if you can’t make it there yourself, or watch the CCSA 
Chatter for updates about an organization-wide effort.
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By Cindy Donenfeld, 
Two Hands Studio, Israel

 Just before the tenth anniversary of 9/11, Hurricane Irene was 
poised to unleash its wrath on the “Tiles for America” memorial. 
If not for the quick thinking and spontaneous actions of local resi-
dents who decided to take the tiles off the fence in anticipation 
of the hurricane, it might have! Equipped 
with cutters and boxes, a few local people 
began cutting the ties that held the tiles 
on the chain-link fence and placing them in 
cartons. Dusty Berke, one of the locals, said 
that shortly after they started, they real-
ized the job they had begun was huge. But 
they weren’t working for too long before others began to pitch 
in, and the seemingly daunting task of taking down the tiles was 
completed and the tiles deposited for safe keeping with nearby 
merchants.
 When the danger from the hurricane had passed and a few of 
the local residents began to put the tiles back up, the same spon-
taneous help appeared out of nowhere as many hands pitched in 
to help hang the tiles back on the fence. After reading on Chatter 
about the neighborhood’s efforts to preserve the tiles, and the 
request for new tiles to replace damaged pieces, I quickly made 
and fired two tiles before my trip to convention. I planned to take 
them to the fence and put them up after convention. I was in 
touch via email with Dusty Berke, and she was there to meet me 
when I put the tiles up on the fence.
 The fence wraps around a corner; behind it is a subway site. 
According to Dusty, the site is destined to be converted into a 
“fake brownstone” building that will house giant fans for the sub-

If you’re feeling inspired 
now, there is still room on 
the fence for more tiles. 
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by Mayco Colors

project Time Span: 2 Hours

Skill level: Intermediate
 Mayco encourages you to vary colors, 
 patterns, and techniques to create your own designs.

ShApeS
	 •	 Slump	&	Hump	Molds
	 •	 CD-1076	Oval	Tray
	 •	 CD-1218	Egyptian	Designs	Sprig	Mold	–	5	Designs

ClAy DeSiGn ToolS
	 •	 CD-1078	Design	Press	Tools

DeCorATinG ACCeSSorieS
	 •	 Glaze	Brushes
	 •	 CB-604	#4	Soft	Fan

SupplieS
	 •	 Low-fire	white	clay
	 •	 Clay	gun
	 •	 Slip
	 •	 Trim	knife
	 •	 Needle	tool	or	toothpick

1.  Roll out clay bigger than the CD-1076 Oval Tray. 
 Roll to approximately ? inch thick.

2.  Place clay slab into the mold and partly press down so 
 the clay touches the wall of the mold.

3.  Using a trim knife, trim clay off flush to the top (flat) area 
 of the mold.

4.  Roll out a coil of clay and use your fingers to attach it 
 to the top inside area of the oval tray. Scrape flush to the 
 top of the mold.

5.  Allow to dry to leather-hard stage 
 (so the clay can support its own weight).

6.  Attach the 2 ovals together by brushing slip on the lip 
 you made and press firmly together. With your fingers, 
 smooth the seams together.

7.  Cut the oval piece in half.

8.  Roll out a piece of clay and size it for a base that will fit the 
 bottom of your bird. Again, attach with slip and smooth with 
 your fingers. Add a vent hole with a needle tool or toothpick.

9.  Make some clay balls and press these into the CD-1218 
 Egyptian Design Sprig Mold shell shape. Make 16 of these.

10.  Attach these shell shapes to make wings on both sides of 
 the bird. Place shells from bottom up in rows of 1 shell, 2 
 shells, 3 shells, and 2 shells, allowing them to overlap. To finish 
 the wings, make some small clay balls and press a design 
 into them with the CD-1078 Design Press Tool.

11.  Hand-form a beak and attach to the face area.

12.  Make 2 clay circles about 1? inches in diameter and press to 
 indent them. Attach a clay ball to the center and a smaller 
 ball on top of that to make the eyes.

13.  Place a coil of clay into the clay gun and extrude several 
 medium-size clay coils. Twist 3 coils together to make 
 the “feathers” on top of the bird’s head.

14.  Attach these braided coils to the top of the bird’s head.

15.  Attach the eyes with slip and allow to dry.

16.  If needed, clean greenware.

17.  Bisque fire to shelf cone 06.

Clay Bird
Create a fun, unique bird with 
Clay, moldS, and Sprig moldS.
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By Kristina Eckert, 
Glaze LLC, Thiensville, Wisconsin

biSque
						•	 Gare	item	5093,	Wide	Message	Frame

GAre ColorS
						•	 NTG-9216	Ebony	(matte)
						•	 2381	BeBoppin’	Blue
						•	 2373-Key	Lime	Pie
						•	 2300	Polar	Bear	in	a	Fun	Writer
      
SupplieS
						•	 Soft	fan	brush
						•	 Variety	of	star	cutouts	on	regular	copy	paper	or	cut	
  with Cricut Celebrations cartridge
	 •	 Cricut	2-inch	numbers	cut	with	Mini	Monograms	
  cartridge (We used the O instead of the zero for a 
  more festive look.)
	 •	 Stars	and	numbers	cut	with	craft	punch	or	
  Cricut cartridge
	 •	 Small	spoon	(Sample-size	
  spoons from an ice cream 
  place work best.)
	 •	 Paint	confetti	(dried	paint	
  chips of various colors)

DireCTionS

1.  Using fan brush, paint 2 
 good flowing coats of 
 NTG-9216 ebony on entire 
 front of frame. Allow the 
 color to dry a few minutes 
 until it loses its shine.

2.  Place stars and numbers 
 where you would like them.

3.  Using a damp sponge, 
 gently tamp down the paper 
 cutouts down until they 
 cling to the frame.

4.  Paint 3 coats of BeBoppin’ 
 Blue on the diagonal top 
 half of the frame and 3 
 coats of Key Lime Pie on
 the diagonal bottom half 
 of the frame.

5.  While the Key Lime Pie portion is still wet, use the small 
 spoon to strategically sprinkle confetti chips that part of the 
 frame. Be aware of where the cutouts are. (They will still 
 look shiny under the 3 coats of Key Lime Pie. The rest of the 
 area will start drying and have a matte look.) If needed, add 
 dabs of Key Lime Pie so the confetti sticks.

6.  Once you have the confetti where you want it, carefully peel 
 off cutouts. Use a toothpick or straight pin to help lift.

7.  Clean up any confetti that may have fallen into the black 
 paint using a dry paintbrush, or just give it a puff of air.

8.  If you dry-foot your frames like we do, it is best to sign your 
 masterpiece along an edge. Simply slide your frame to the 
 edge of the table and use a white fun writer to sign.

9.   Stilt and fire to cone 06.
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By Helene Safford, 
Clay Café Studios, Falls Church, Virginia

 Macy’s Backstage Pass is using Quick Response codes to 
deliver exclusive and engaging video content to users’ mobile 
phones. Best Buy is integrating QR codes with product fact tags. 
They are also using QR codes in their printout to help customers 
sign up for their “new online deal of the day.” Target customers 
are scanning codes to find out more about Target home décor. 
Local car dealerships are using QR codes in their newspaper print 
advertising for customers to link to their website in order to reg-
ister to win a brand-new fully equipped family minivan. A national 
quilt show displayed QR codes in their quilt gallery so that visi-
tors could hear online videos telling the stories behind the quilts 
and their creation. Famous Dave’s barbecue restaurants use the 
QR code for customers to join their P.I.G. 
(Pretty Important Guest) Club. I visited the 
restaurant, signed up for the P.I.G. Club, and 
received new customer coupons and a be-
lated birthday coupon.
      The ideas and applications for the QR 
code “phenom” are limitless. David Dorf, 
Senior Director of Technology Strategy 
for Oracle Retail, observes, “With the in-
creasing popularity of mobile web access, 
QR codes are becoming an integral component to any successful 
email marketing strategy.”
       Don’t be afraid to jump on the QR code bandwagon and step 
your marketing up to the latest trend spreading like wildfire in the 
U.S. Japan led the way, bringing QR code readers to the mobile 
phone. QR code readers make it possible for everyone to create 
and read QR codes and to connect easily to mobile sites. The 
revolution has reached advertisements, mobile campaigns, maps, 
magazines, billboards, and television and computer screens every-
where. After downloading a free application, you just hold up your 
Smartphone or iPad and use the built-in camera to scan 
the code, then wait for the magic.

WhAT Are qr CoDeS?
 QR codes stands for Quick Response codes. They are 
“two-dimensional barcodes developed by Denso and re-
leased in 1994. They are targeted toward manufacturing, lo-
gistics and sales applications.” QR is a registered trademark 
of Denso Wave, a subsidiary of Toyota.
      QR codes appeal to today’s consumers who want im-
mediate access to what’s relevant. QR codes are similar to 
the barcodes used by retailers to price and track inventory. 
The difference is that they can hold thousands of alpha-
numeric characters of information. “Their ability to hold 
more information and their ease of use makes them prac-
tical for small businesses.” QR codes can connect people 
with one another and with multimedia digital content.

Where CAn i GeT one?
 Mobile barcodes will help you find the right software to 
download to scan QR codes. Visit www.mobile-barcodes.com/
qr-code-software/ for a comprehensive listing and links to the 
sites and supported phone devices. I’ve used KAYWA to gener-
ate codes—it’s a free service that is easy to use. You just decide 
if you want to link to a web address, display a message, or send a 
text, then enter your information and generate your code. Once 
it is displayed, click the right button of your mouse and save the 
picture on your computer.
      
 QR codes give retailers control over the information shoppers 
receive about a product while shopping. Including QR codes on the 
shelf, in email campaigns, on packaging, and in promotional materials 

helps you to extend your customer interac-
tion. Customers are clicking their cameras 
and giving you important information about 
their interests and shopping patterns and 
preferences. At the same time, your custom-
ers are learning more about your products 
and services. I have taken the cue from Delta 
Airlines. They allow customers to show their 
scanable QR code as their boarding pass. I 
let my customers show me their Smart-

phone or iPad scan to get their weekly special discount that I post 
on my website. 
 QR codes have been around for quite some time but are 
listed as one of the hot marketing trends in the U.S. for 2011. 
Some companies are now taking advantage of an enhancement to 
the codes by generating them in their company colors. Remember 
your message and design your QR codes to fit your target audi-
ence. Add QR codes to your arsenal of useful marketing tools and 
get creative. They are a great way to increase communication with 
your customers.

Get Crazy for QR Codes!

“QR codes are 
becoming an integral 

component to any 
successful email 

marketing strategy.”
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By Charlotte Mortensen, 
A Pigment of Your Imagination, Lawton, Oklahoma

 Running a small business is full of challenges in and of itself, 
but what happens when you add school-age children to the mix? 
As a studio owner with school-age children, I was able to identify 
with many of the insightful responses to this common dilemma 
within our industry.
 Five studio owners shared their stories about this delicate 
balancing act (Tamara Jones (two daughters, ages 16 and 13) 
from Hearts of Clay in Spartanburg, South 
Carolina (studio 15 years, new owner for 1 
year); Kim Stanfill-McMillan (two sons and a 
daughter, ages16?, 14; and 12) from Fired Up 
Pottery in Cottage Grove, Wisconsin (own-
er for 6? years); Ursula Dietz (five sons ages, 
22, 16, 12, 9, and 8) from Bare Ware Pottery 
in Columbus, Georgia (owner for 6 years); 
Charlene Ridlon (daughter, age 11) from 
Art As You Like It in Waite Park, Minnesota 
(owner for 8 years); and Peggy Hill (two 
daughters, 16 and 11) from Make It Yours 
in Jackson, Michigan (owner for 5 years). If 
you’re pulling your hair out trying to balance on the teeter-totter 
and hold it all together, you’re not alone!

WhAT Are The biGGeST ChAllenGeS To 
hAvinG SChool-AGe ChilDren AnD 
runninG your STuDio?
 Tamara: Having time to be a parent, time to listen and love 
without thinking of the studio in the back of my mind.
 Kim: The kids’ schedules and keeping up on the paperwork. 
I’m still always behind on filing. Brandi, my manager, makes out 
the store schedule a month at a time, and we adjust it weekly to 
meet my family’s needs and also her family’s needs. Sometimes that 
means working for a few hours, doing errands, and then working 

again in the evening, but we make it work.
 Ursula: My biggest challenge was pick-
ing up the kids at different times from 
school or after-school daycare because it 
closed at 6 while the studio was open until 
7 or later. We have no other family here 
since we moved here from Germany 19 
years ago. I still have two in high school 
with after-school activities and they cannot 
drive, so I have to rely on hired help or 
a friend—our adopted grandmother. This 
causes a high payroll because I have to go 
home and can’t stay at the studio.

 Charlene: Getting time away to attend events, picking up my 
daughter or getting her to after school activities.
 Peggy: Trying to be two people at one time—being available 
for them and for the studio needs. Worrying that I am cheating 
them somehow.

WhAT Are The beneFiTS?
 Tamara: My girls are a huge help in the studio, good with cus-
tomers. They allow me the chance to get accounting or marketing 
done without having to help every customer.
 Kim: The benefits are that I (mostly) am home to cook dinner, 
although these days cross country and soccer are every day after 
school, so it’s still hard to sit down together.
 Ursula: I have a big plus with living close by the studio; I’m only 
1.1 miles away. I like the flexibility like when one of them got sick, 
which luckily didn’t happen too much. That flexibility helped when 
I had to take my 15-year-old from one school to another because 
he was advanced.
 Charlene: My daughter spends a lot of time with me. I can 
help her with homework, or she can pull out a variety of art ma-
terials and projects while she is at the studio. She is also learning 
a work ethic, how to run/manage a store, and how to be a good 
employee. She is highly influenced by our work ethic and our fam-
ily values. 
 Peggy: With staff, I can often arrange to be able to leave the 
studio if I need to for the kids. They will help with various studio 
tasks if I ask nicely. The younger one will actually work the studio if 
she is with me there. The oldest has been known to help me enter 
Quickbooks info.

The Balancing Act

As a studio owner with 
school-age children, 
I was able to identify 

with many of the 
insightful responses to 
this common dilemma 

within our industry.

Tamara Jones from 
Hearts of Clay in 
Spartanburg, 
South Carolina 
and her two 
daughters, 
ages 16 and 13.
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WhAT Type oF iSSueS DiD you ForeSee 
ThAT WoulD AFFeCT hoMe liFe verSuS 
runninG A buSineSS WiTh SChool-
AGe ChilDren? WhAT DiD you noT 
ForeSee?
 Tamara: We originally planned on homeschooling 
both of our children at the studio. That has not been a 
great plan. My oldest spent 5 months and got her entire 
sophomore year finished so she could start Early Col-
lege late January. My youngest is still homeschooled, but 
she hates it. 
 Kim: I pretty much figured out that I would now 
have almost two full-time jobs, and I was right.
 Ursula: I was looking for a part-time job originally. 
I was offered a full-time job (8 to 5!) by the school sys-
tem here. I turned it down, because I said I couldn’t 
work full time. LOL! Then I bought the studio and had 
more than a full-time job! It was a challenge, but it also 
gave that “old” brain something to do. I learned from 
scratch. We’ve gone from having dinner on the table at 
a decent time to “Hmmm, what are we gonna have to-
night, Taco Bell or Burger King?”
 Charlene: By second and third grade we saw a surge 
in our daughter’s need to have social time with friends. 
Play dates are now limited to 1? to 2 hours—no longer, 
because other kids can’t stand to be in the studio longer 
than that even though my daughter is exceptionally tol-
erant of the time spent in the studio. I didn’t think ahead to middle 
school where she would want to be in after-school activities, so I 
am having to learn to adjust my work schedule to accommodate 
picking her up from school at odd times, or making arrangements 
for her to be picked up. 
 Peggy: The need to be available for illnesses and transporting 
to all the various school activities. Being torn between the two, 
studio and children, is difficult. The studio is like having another 
child who lives in a different place. I also thought they would like 
working there more than they do.

hoW Do you hAnDle STAFFinG iSSueS ThAT 
AriSe When you hAve SChool-AGe ChilDren?
 Tamara: Unfortunately, the business has to be open, so occa-
sionally they have to miss out on something or I have to miss out 
on something and they get to go.
 Kim: I have two great employees that almost always step up 
to the plate for me and cover the store. I will usually give them an 
extra bonus as a thank-you depending on how much their own life 
and schedule is affected.
 Ursula: If an employee calls in sick or quits, I just had to have 
somebody to help out. Being flexible is a must.
 Charlene: My husband has a fairly flexible schedule, so he can 
pinch hit a lot when I can’t get to school. We have a couple of good 
friends who are willing to help when needed. It’s all a part of the 
process; sometimes we just have to change our schedule, and my 
daughter has gotten used to this.
 Peggy: Summer and other no school times. I feel torn be-
tween staying home with them and going in to the studio. 

Do your ChilDren help ouT AT The STuDio?
 Tamara: Both of my children can do anything in the studio and 
sometimes they love it, like when my 13 year old gets a $15 tip 

from a birthday party.
 Kim: Two of my kids 
work in the studio occa-
sionally, more so when they 
“need” the money and want 
to buy Christmas presents 
or something big like a Wii. 

One son is old enough to work the studio, but is busy with sports 
and homework. My daughter is wonderful in the studio, and she 
can operate the cash register and ring up customers without mis-
takes.
 Ursula: My now-22-year-old helped out a lot. Then he found 
that Mom was too strict as the boss, he found another job, and, 
boy, did he change his attitude. The younger ones always helped 
when we went to the daycares. I tried to include them in every-
thing.
 Charlene: My daughter does like to help out in the studio. She 
has been “on the payroll” since she was about 5. Now that she is 
older she actually has shifts that she can work. Monetary gain is 
always a plus in motivating her to help out when we need it. If she 
needs to get away from the studio, she has a place in my office 
where she can go for quiet time.
 Peggy: Emily, my older daughter, helps out. She prefers doing 
only those things not related to helping with painting—kiln room, 
ringing up the customers. She says she has enough of me telling 
her what to do at home; she doesn’t want more of it at the studio, 
so she is looking for a “real” job. Laura, the younger one, is great 
with customers, cleaning, and of course loves to paint samples.

hoW Do The ChilDren Feel AbouT iT When 
you’re noT There For TheM AS FrequenTly AS 
They’D liKe? hoW Do you Feel AbouT iT?
 Tamara: My family is different, I guess. We have always enjoyed 
spending time together, and so far, as my kids are both teenagers, 
they still enjoy it. I know that what we would like to have is more 
time at home. Our house burned down 2 years ago, and we lived 
in a camper for almost 6 months. Our home is brand new, and we 
do not get to spend as much time at home as we would like. 
 Kim: In my previous career I was an engineer and that job 
was a whole lot less flexible in scheduling than owning a PYOP. I 

Ursula Dietz from 
Bare Ware Pottery 
in Columbus, Georgia 
with her five sons ages, 
22, 16, 12, 9, and 8.



hoW Do your ChilDren Feel AbouT you 
runninG A SMAll buSineSS, AnD Do your 
ChilDren AppreCiATe The iMporTAnCe 
oF runinG A SMAll buSineSS?
 Tamara: My kids feel important, that we have a great life. Even 
though we are at the studio a lot, they love Hearts of Clay and feel 

like “we” run a small business, not just me!
 Kim: Two of the children are fine with it 
and have grown to appreciate the business.
 Ursula: My kids like that I own this 
business. Of course there are times when 
they complain, but if you have a regular job, 
you can’t be there all the time either.
 Charlene: If it interferes with her social 
existence, or I try to finish up “one more 
thing,” she gets annoyed with me. I don’t 
think mine has any concept of life without 

a small business. We have conversations about how things would 
be different if I went to work at a regular 9–5 job. While I can’t 
just run off at the drop of a hat, for the most part I do have some 
flexibility and we take advantage of that when we can. I think she 
will appreciate it more when she is an adult.
 Peggy: I think if the business would be doing better financially, 
they would appreciate it more.

WhAT oTher inSiGhTS Do you hAve For 
STuDio oWnerS WiTh SChool-AGe ChilDren?
 Charlene: It takes a lot of planning, and a spouse who is both 
supportive and willing to take up the slack when you can’t be at an 

event or pick them up from school. 
Make friends with the parents of 
your child’s friends—let you child 
have friends as guests to the stu-
dio and you will have a ton of par-
ents willing to take your child after 
school or on a weekend once in 
a while. I would say the older my 
daughter gets, the easier it gets.
 Peggy: I would say that you 
never know what it will be like un-
til it happens. It is not worth going 
crazy over. It’s impossible to be two 
people at one time and having staff 
is critical. I have to honestly admit 
that I wish I could have done this 
when my kids were older. It was 
for me, though, a God-driven thing, 
so somehow I believe (sometimes 
just hope) it is for the good. 
 
 Oh, so very true! Thank you 
to all of you for sharing the trials 
and tribulations of having school-
age children and running a small 
business. Your words of wisdom 
will help others struggling with 
many of the same issues. It’s good 
to know I’m not in this boat by my-
self!
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opened the studio as a way to work and still have a flexible job, 
so I could take them to doctor’s appointments, see the soccer 
games, and take them to dance. It hasn’t always worked out that 
I could see them perform in everything, but I wanted the ability 
to schedule my hours around my family. One of them still harbors 
some resentment that I’m not there as much as I could be.
 Ursula: I wish I wouldn’t have to work 
on Saturdays, but that day is the busiest, so 
I can’t close on that one. There are ups and 
downs in every job.
 Charlene: I missed one play when she 
was about 8 years old. I felt terrible about it, 
so I vowed to never miss something impor-
tant like that again, and I haven’t. She knows 
that we have to plan things out, so she is 
very good about writing stuff down—we 
even have linked Google calendars now, so 
if there is something important she wants me to see, she will high-
light it or email me a reminder. My daughter seems to just accept 
things for what they are. I do work really hard to make sure her 
needs are met when it’s important. She is learning to accept what 
you cannot change.
 Peggy: They don’t like it, of course. Although I think my old-
est understand how much it means to me. When I ask if I should 
close the studio, she tells me no. The youngest will sometimes 
prefer that I leave. Other times she says things like, “It’s always the 
studio!” which leads to your next question. I often feel guilty and 
wonder if I am cheating them, but I also feel that they are learning 
a big lesson about responsibility and work ethic.

“I wish I wouldn’t have 
to work on Saturdays, 

but that day is the 
busiest, so I can’t close 

on that one. There are ups 
and downs in every job.”

Kim Stanfill-McMillan’s two sons and daughter, ages16, 14 and 12 
from Fired Up Pottery in Cottage Grove, Wisconsin.
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By Judi Novotny, 
It’s Yours Pottery, Omaha, Nebraska

 Is it snowing in your neck of the woods yet? Snow isn’t all that 
bad if you can play in it a little. So here’s an ever-so-cute design 
that you can add to your line-up this fall and winter for an easy and 
successful clay project for kids or adults! This project idea came 
from attendance at a TIMNJON yearly Paint Escape, utilizing one 
of Creative Paradise’s great sprig mold designs.

SupplieS
	 •	 Low-fire	white	earthenware
	 •	 Paper	bowl	without	plastic	coating	(Chinette	works	great)
	 •	 Creative	Paradise	Sprig	Mold	#SG43/snowman
	 •	 Pin	tool	or	wooden	skewer
	 •	 Vinegar
	 •	 Underglaze	colors	of	choice

DireCTionS

1.   Slab off a piece of clay approximately 8 x 8 inches from a 
  brick of low-fire white earthenware.

2.   Flatten to approximately 1/2 inch, using a slab roller or rolling pin.

3.   Using your pin tool or wooden skewer, trace the outside 
  of the paper bowl.

4.   Carefully place the circle of clay into a paper bowl and 
  press to shape. Smooth all edges evenly.

5.   Using the bottom of a paintbrush, add texture by pressing 
  little dimples into the clay form.

6.   From excess clay, use the pin tool or wooden skewer to 
  cut out a hat shape. This can be simple as shown or taken 
  to the height of creativity!

7.   Score (roughen up) the top of the snowman head and 
  back of the hat and place together. (Brushing each scored 
  side with vinegar, or vinegar with clay slip, helps make a 
  really good bond.)

8. 	 	 Using	Creative	Paradise’s	spring	mold	#SG43	and	small	
  amounts of clay, press into scarf, eyes, carrot nose, tree 
  branch mouth, or others of choice. Smooth out and 
  remove. (Removal hint: Roll a small ball of clay and quickly 
  press against sprig, pulling up quickly to remove.)

9.   Add sprig shapes following step 7.

10.  Clean piece to remove any excess clay rough edges.

11.  Let piece completely dry.

12.  Apply desired underglaze colors desired to hat, eyes, 
  nose, mouth, scarf, and button.

13.  Kiln fire on medium speed to cone 04.

 NOTE: We have used this project for large classes using spot painting to 
fit time limitations. For this project, the snowman was left unglazed for a unique 
display look. The project could be kiln fired to cone 04 and then painted out and 
dipped in clear glaze, followed by a final kiln firing to cone 06. Keep it simple or 
make it grand! Either way, have some muddy fun!

 CREDITS: Project idea: TIMNJON, PAINT ESCAPE, 2009 (CCSA Vendor 
Supplier); Sprig Mold: Creative Paradise (CCSA Vendor Supplier)

(LET’S JUST PLAY IN CLAY!)

   Who 
Doesn't
  Like a

Snowman?
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Santa’s 
Subway 

Art 
Platter

By Stacy Donnelly;  The Painting Paw, Chesterfield, MO

biSque:

•	 Bisque	Imports	item	278:	14-inch	accent	rim	charger

GAre ColorS:

•	 2303	Lime	Ricky
•	 2314	Black	Lab
•	 2373	Key	Lime	Pie
•	 2392	Rockin’	Red

SupplieS:

•	 1-inch	Sponge	dotter
•	 Fun	writer	bottle	loaded	with	Black	Lab
•	 Contact	paper	(white—the	clear	stuff	doesn’t	work	well,	
 as you can tell from the photo)
•	 Cricut	or	other	die-cut	machine	
 (stencils, pens, and scissors also work)

DireCTionS:

 1.     Load contact paper into the Cricut on a 
        kiss-cut setting. *The kiss-cut setting—blade 

     depth 6, pressure 2—will yield a cut that 
    goes only through the top layer, leaving the 

  backing liner uncut.

2.   Using several different fonts and font sizes, cut different 
  Santa-themed phrases.

3.   Place stickers into desired layout on center of platter. If 
  you have a Gypsy or design software for your Cricut, you 
  can lay out the design first, cut it, and use a large piece of 
  transfer tape to transfer all the stickers at once.

4.   Okay, so we cheated and used a Fun Writer loaded with 
  Black Lab to create the checks around the accent rim first. 
  Then we cleaned up where we messed up before painting.

5.   Paint 3 coats of Rockin’ Red in the center over the top of 
  the stickers.

6.   Carefully peel up stickers using a pin or other 
  comparable tool.

7.   Paint 3 coats of Key Lime Pie on rim.

8.   Using 1-inch polka dot sponge loaded with Lime Ricky, 
  randomly place dots around rim. We did 3 coats.

9.   Dip in clear glaze and allow to dry.
 
10.  Stilt and fire to cone 06.
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By Denise Christmas-Gibson, Amazing Glaze, The Villages, Florida

This entire project was made from COE 96 glass.

Cut white base of 3 inches x 5 inches.

Choose one of the precut elements: Gingerbread Man, Snowflakes, or Trees.

Decorate the precut element first, using Glassline Paints, Stringers, Noodles, Dots, and more.

Glue to base, then decorate the base using the same components in previous step.

Fire to Tack Fuse.

Slump	onto	the	Mini	S-Curve	Mold	(80628).			•

Personalized 
Holiday stand-Ups
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By Teresa “Teddy” Wright, Mayco Studio Market Coordinator

 The only thing worse than walking into a store and not being 
able to find what you’re looking for, is to walk into a store and find 
a complete mess and no samples.  Customers need to be able to 
focus on a display and then narrow down to specific items.  With 
out a visual display customers may be at a complete loss as to 
what they want to paint or that you offer PYOP.
 Shelving is the most important factor in keeping your store 
neat and orderly. Not enough shelving space creates overcrowd-
ing and makes things difficult to find, while too much shelving can 
lead to wasted space and give the illusion you have no stock.  It is 
very important to have the right amount of 
shelving space for the amount of product 
you have.  If you are short on shelving do 
not be tempted to put the pottery on the 
floor.  Items placed in the lower 24” will be 
ignored – unless it is a small child and they 
will be all over these items.
 Marketing research shows the majority 
of people turn to the right when entering 
a store - use this to your advantage. Higher 
priced items can be placed to the right with lower priced items 
to the left. Or if you have an over abundance of an item you are 
trying to get rid of, set up a display on the right side of the store. 
Marketing research also shows that people tend to look more at 
eye level than up above or down below. High top shelves and low 
bottom shelves can be used to neatly organize overstock. Keep 
your main product supply where the customer can easily see it.  
Also, you can increase your average ticket sale by placing your 
more expensive pottery at eye level.  Children items and lower 
priced item can be placed on the lower shelves, but don’t go be-
low 12” from the floor.

ShelvinG bASiCS:

1. Shelves should not be empty. 
2. Shelves should not be over crowded. 
3. Shelves and samples should not be broken in any way - this 
is a safety hazard and you would be liable for any accidents or 
damages. 
4. Shelves should be at equal heights, although they may be stag-
gered to create a different look. Don’t put shelves to close on top 
of one another to make removing and placing pottery difficult. 
5. Place a painted piece of pottery in front of the stock items.  
Customers will handle the painted piece vs. your bisque.
6. Samples sell – create complete displays for your current pro-
motion such as Camp Projects, Ladies Night projects, Mother’s 
Day Promotion, Birthday party packages and so on.

 You can create pretty displays on your shelves by the way 
you arrange the product, be creative! Show how items can go to-
gether by putting them together such as a complete dinner ware 
set painted in similar colors or design. Use tissue paper, ribbon, 
confetti, napkins, fabric and other items to decorate the shelves 
giving them a more appealing look. 
 Use decorations in your shelving displays that go along with 
the seasons of the year, holidays or other events related to the 
area you live in. For example, at homecoming, use the local high 
school colors on the painted pottery and add a school banner. 

 The most important rule to remember 
when creating shelf displays is to use your 
space wisely - don’t leave too much empty 
space and don’t overcrowd. If you are low 
on stock, but want the shelves to look full 
add painted samples to fill the space.  Use 
your best judgment or look at store dis-
plays and magazines for displays that appeal 
to you. What looks good to you will prob-
ably look appealing to others as well.

 Creating an attractive product display can draw the customer 
in, promote a slow-moving item, announce a sale, or welcome a 
season. If your store front is fortunate enough to feature one or 
more windows, then you have one of the most proven (and least 
expensive) forms of advertising at your disposal.  The sample will 
grab the customer’s attention and make them walk in the studio.  
Once they are in the studio it is your job and your staff ’s job to 
seal the sale.  Either they paint the item in the studio, purchase the 
pottery and glaze to take it home to decorate or purchase your 
finished sample.  Make the sale and they will continue to return.  
 Some stores located in a mall or other structure may lack 
windows, but don’t despair. There are many places throughout the 
store to build beautiful displays. Take a look at the flow of traffic in 
your store. Are there any areas that are a focal point for custom-
ers?  Can you set up a table as they walk in the studio with a great 
display?  Are you using the space behind the cash register as a sales 
tool?  This is prime real estate that will increase sales.  Bathroom 
displays and bulleting boards also sell.  You may as well promote 
your pottery while you have them captive.
 Your local community may have individuals or visual merchan-
dising companies you can hire to dress your windows, but if you’re 
concerned with saving money, the following tips will help you cre-
ate an attractive display.

viSuAl DiSplAy Tool box
 Before designing a product display, put together a visual dis-
play tool box to keep on hand. By having all of these items in one 
location it will save time in actually preparing the display.

Shelf DiSplayS 
Sell pottery

Are you using the space 
behind the cash register 

as a sales tool?  
This is prime real estate 
that will increase sales. 
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 3 Scissors, Stapler, Two-Sided Tape, Pins 
 3 Hot glue sticks and glue gun 
 3 Monofilament Fishing Line 
 3 Tape Measure 
 3 Razor Blade/Utility Knife 
 3 Hammer, Nails, Screwdriver, Screws 
 3 Notepad, Pencil, Marker 
 3 Signage, Sign Holders 
 3 Glass Cleaner/Paper Towels 
 3 Props (Non-pottery Items) 

 Take time to plan the display. Consider what 
you want to accomplish, develop a budget and de-
termine a central theme. You may even want to 
sketch your display on paper. Gather your visual 
display tool box, the merchandise and any props. 
Make sure all materials and location (tables, win-
dows, racks) are clean. Choose a slow time of the 
day or build the display after hours.

eleMenTS oF eFFeCTive 
viSuAl MerChAnDiSinG

balance: Asymmetrical rather than 
symmetrical balance with the display. 
Size of objects: Place the largest object 
into display first. 
Color: Helps set mood and feelings. 
Focal point: Where product and props/
signage and background come together. 
lighting: Should accent focal point, if pos-
sible. 
unity: A bunch of things sitting in a win-
dow is just a bunch of things, not a display.
Simplicity: Less is more so know when 
to stop and don’t add too many items.

 Once the display is finished, add ap-
propriate signage. Take photos of the dis-
play and keep record of the product sales 
during the display’s existence. Save your 
information in a file folder for easy refer-
ence. By documenting its success, you can 
re-create the display next year or if it flops, 
you can make sure you don’t repeat the 
same mistakes.
 Like any other aspect of retailing, cre-
ating an attractive display takes a little skill 
and lots of trial and error. As your store 
changes, so will your opportunities for vi-
sual displays. Keep working at designing eye-catching and inno-
vative ways to make your retail store profitable through visual 
merchandising.
 Change your displays every 3-4 weeks.  If you don’t have time 
to paint new samples, simply moving the samples to a new area 
in the studio will keep your customers interested and finding new 
items.  I may have had the sample in the studio for over a year, 
but when I moved it to a new wall or shelf the regular customers 
would comment on the new pottery.
 Be ahead of the up coming promotion by at least a month.  So, 
your Valentine promotion will be set up the 1st week of January, 

Mother’s Day display will be set up in April and so on.  This is a 
visual industry, so visual merchandising is a very important aspect 
of studio life.  Don’t get lulled into thinking one display with a little 
of everything will work all year long – unless your goal is to bore 
your customers and not increase sales.  
 If visual displays are not your thing, give your staff a chance at 
creating a display.  You may be pleasantly surprised at their abilities.  
Also, utilize a creative friend, customer or family members for a 
creating a display that sells.  You can trade out gift certificates for 
displays that will sell, sell, sell!

The sample 
will grab the 
customer’s 
attention and 
make them 
walk in the 
studio.  
Once they 
are in the 
studio, it is 
your job and 
your staff ’s 
job to seal 
the sale.  
Either they 
paint the item 
in the studio, 
purchase 
the pottery 
and glaze to 
take it home 
to decorate 
or purchase 
your finished 
sample. 



 “If what you are doing is not your 
 passion, you have nothing to lose.” 
 —Anonymous
 I’m sure you all share my own belief that our industry is cre-
ative, rewarding, and (most of the time), a wonderful way to be 
making a living. Despite that, it’s always nice to find some inspira-
tion to keep the spark alive and fires burning. The Element: How 
Finding Your Passion Changes Everything, written by Ken Robin-
son and Lou Aronica, provides us with some insights into the lives 
of people who have found their passion and “unique talents” and 
have made a living “doing what they love.”
 Think back to how you entered this industry. I always love it 
when people ask me about my journey because it was really by 
happenstance that I first embarked on opening my own studios 14 
years ago. One moment that I took to stop and smell the roses—
one day that I took a break from my technical career to stop in 
and paint at that cute shop down the street that I’d been meaning 
to visit every time I passed by. How many times have you heard 
that from one of your own customers? That day changed the di-
rection of my life. While I say that it was by happenstance that I 
changed careers, more accurately it was fate.
 When you are passionate about your business, it becomes 
infectious. Your employees are motivated by your energy. Your cus-
tomers are more enthusiastic and open to all of the enjoyment 
and creativity we provide. Hopefully, you go home at the end of 
the day exhausted but also exhilarated by the satisfaction that you 
are doing something you love.
 The authors send a strong message in their belief that “finding 
the Element in yourself is essential in discovering what you can 
really do and who you really are.” Do you feel passionately about 
what you are doing and can’t imagine doing something else with 
your life? If the answer is “yes,” then you are definitely in your ele-
ment!
 Till next time...
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A CCSA Business Blog

By Helene Safford, Clay Cafe Studios

Biz BuzZ
ArE YoU 
IN YoUrElement?
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Won at:

by Elona Schaffert
of  Creatable Crafts,
Rehoboth Beach, DE



7.   Using Blue Ice, stamp the swirl stamp a number of times in 
  the Blue Ice area.

8.   Using the pencil eraser as a stamp, add dots of Polar Bear 
  among the swirls and snowflakes.

9.   Carefully pull up the shadow pattern with a straight pin.

10.  Cut the snowman pattern out of NCR paper and lay it 
  in the space where the snowman shadow pattern was. 
  Don’t worry—the white halo is supposed to be there!

11.  Trace around the outside of the pattern and then trace 
  the details.

12.  Paint 3 coats of Orange Crush on the nose.

13.  Paint 3 coats of Bouncing Berry on scarf, and when dry 
  add dots of Polar Bear.

14.  Paint 3 coats of Key Lime Pie on buttons.

15.  Using a long liner brush, outline the snowman with one 
  coat of Black Lab.

16.  Trace “Let it snow!” and fill in using the Black Lab fun writer.

17.  Paint edge and back with 3 coats of Bouncing Berry.

18.  Don’t forget to sign your work!

19.  Stilt and fire to cone 06.

By Julie Cates, On The Pot 
and Two Chicks & a Brush, Salina, Kansas

biSque
	 •	 Gare	item	3015:	15-inch	Tuscany	Coupe	Platter

GAre ColorS
	 •	 2300	Polar	Bear
	 •	 2314	Black	Lab
	 •	 2373	Key	Lime	Pie
	 •	 2374	Blue	Ice
	 •	 2376	Bouncin	Berry
	 •	 2387	Pool	Party
	 •	 2390	Orange	Crush

SupplieS
	 •	 Snowman	shadow	pattern	on	plain	paper
	 •	 Snowman	&	Let	It	Snow	pattern	copied		
   on NCR paper or clay carbon paper 
  (we blew ours up to 135%)
	 •	 7–10	paper	snowflakes	(We	used	2”	Loop	De	
  Loo asterisk on Lyrical Letters Cricut cartridge.)
	 •	 Swirl	foam	stamp
	 •	 Pencil	with	new	eraser
	 •	 Fun	Writer	bottle	filled	with	Black	Lab

DireCTionS

1.   Paint front of platter with one coat of Polar Bear.

2.   Cut on the dotted line of the snowman shadow pattern 
  on plain paper.

3.   Using a soft fan brush, float a layer of water over the 
  area where the snowman will lay.

4.   Place shadow pattern on platter and tamp down gently 
  with a damp sponge to help it stick.

5.   Repeat steps 3 and 4 with the paper snowflakes.

6.   Using a soft fan brush, paint 2 coats of Pool Party all 
  around the snowman.



Artist: Tim McPherson, Mayco 

Shape:   MB-1274 12 Designer Bottle
Foundations:  FN-001 White
Stroke & Coat:   SC-2 Melon-Choly; SC-11 Blue Yonder; SC-15 Tuxedo; SC-26 Green Thumb; 
             SC-36 Irish Luck; SC-74 Hot Tamale; SC-75 Orange-A-Peel
Supplies:  Sponge; Small cup; Pencil or pen; Scissors; Watercolor marker; AC-230 Clay carbon paper
Brushes:  	 CB-106	#6	Script	Liner;	CB-110	#10/0	Liner;	CB-404	#4	Pointed	Round;	RB-144	#4	Soft	Fan
Specialty Glaze:  SG-302 Snowfall
Jungle Gems:  CG-968 Peppermint Twist

1.  Begin with properly fired shelf cone 04 bisque. Moisten a clean sponge and wipe bisque to 
 remove any dust. 

2.  Place some FN-001 White into a small cup and add a little bit of water to slightly dilute it 
 (about 3 parts glaze to 1 part water). It should be the consistency of a coffee cream. Pour this 
 into the bottle and roll around to completely coat the interior of the bottle. Drain out the excess 
 glaze and keep bottle inverted until it has lost its shine. Wipe off any glaze from the outside using 
 a damp sponge. Allow to dry.

3. 	 Using	a	#4	Soft	Fan,	apply	2	coats	of	FN-001	White	to	the	outside	of	the	bottle.	Allow	to	dry.

4.  Using a watercolor marker, draw a band near the top where the pompom will be, and mark out 
 the area for the hat band.

5.  Using clay carbon paper and a pencil, trace on the rest of the pattern.

6. 	 Using	a	#4	Pointed	Round,	apply	1	coat	of	SC-74	Hot	Tamale	to	the	hat	and	scarf	areas.

7. 	 Using	a	#4	Pointed	Round,	apply	3	coats	of	SC-26	Green	Thumb	to	the	hat	band	and	mittens.

8. 	 Side-load	a	#4	Pointed	Round	with	SC-11	Blue	Yonder	and	shade	around	the	face,	nose,	buttons,	
 scarf, arms, and mittens.

9. 	 Using	a	#4	Round,	load	in	SC-2	Melon-Choly	and	pounce	onto	the	cheek	area.

10.		 Load	a	#10/0	Liner	with	SC-75	Orange-A-Peel	and	add	the	nose.

11. 	 Using	a	#4	Pointed	Round,	apply	1	coat	of	CG-968	Peppermint	Twist	
 to the SC-74 Hot Tamale areas.

12. 	 Using	a	#4	Pointed	Round,	apply	2	coats	of	SC-74	Hot	Tamale	over	the	
 CG-968 Peppermint Twist areas.

13.		 Using	a	#4	Round,	apply	2	coats	of	SG-302	Snowfall	to	the	top	pom-pom	area.

14. 	 Using	a	#10/0	Liner,	add	a	highlight	to	the	mittens	with	SG-302	Snowfall.

15. 	 Using	a	#10/0	Liner,	add	detail	to	the	hat	band	and	cuffs	on	the	
 mittens with SC-36 Irish Luck and add fringe to the scarf with 
 SC-74 Hot Tamale.

16. 	 Using	a	#10/0	Liner,	outline	and	detail	the	entire	piece	and	add	
 eyes and a mouth with SC-15 Tuxedo. Allow to dry.

17.  Stilt and fire to shelf cone 06.

Snowman Designer Bottle


